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engraving represents a complete vertical section of one of Up to the present, it has been supposed that the compres
these compressors. For wan't of space, the reservoir of water sing column, starting from the level, P, in order to rise in 
from which the compressing column, A, descends, has been the chamber, B, commences immediately to compress the air 
omitted. The vertical hight of the fall, through the in- therein contained; and this hypothesis gives the normal 
clined tube mentioned above, is a constant, the level in the state of the work of the machine; and from it those condi
reservoir being permanent. tions are derived to which the compressor must answer to 

A is the compressing column, B, the chamber of compres- develop to the greatest possible industrial effect. 
sion, C, the tubes for conducting the compressed air to D, If a compressor were established, with a chamber, B, of a 
the recipient for the same, E are feeding valves, and F, dis- hight corresponding to a compressing column likewise deter
charging valves, G, the compressed air valve, H, the inlet mined, the air would not be compressed to a higher state of 
air valves, H' are acceleration valves, L, the motive lever tension than the one which would correspond to these data, 
of the' feeding valve, L', the motive lever of the discharging and this circumstar,ce would be inconvenient; however, the 
valve, M, the recipient of discharge having a canal of escape- limits of the action of the compressor can greatly be exten
ment, P, the regulating plane. ded, and to such a degree that the amount of compression 

The supply valve, E, moves vertically. On the spot where should not depend on the hight of the compressing col· 
it is placed, the compressing column takes an annular form, umn. 
and the compressing agent, instead of moving along the axis Referring to the diagram, we 'observe that from the level, 
of the column, and remaining cylindrical, is transformed into P, up to the valve, G, the chamber of compression presents a 
an annular vein, which runs along the outer side of the valve, constant capacity. The compressing column, A, will always 
E, and becomes cylindrical again below this valve. The sec- start from the level, P, and will again retUrn to a state of 
tion of the annular vein was calculated to be equal to the rest, after having reached G. The effect, produced by the 
section of the cylindrical column of compression, so as to column between the beginning and the end of the motion, is 
leave the section of the compressing column constant a fixed quantity of mechanical work, the maximum limit of 
throughout its hight. which is represented by the product of the volume of water 

In the diagram the valve, E, is supposed to be open, and corresponding to the capacity of the chamber, B, multipli'ld 
the compressing column acts uninterruptedly on the air con- by the density of the water; and for the hight of the column 
tained in the chamber, B. of compression, the half of the hight of the chamber, B, be· 

Now suppose that the valve, E, should be raised, and ing deduceq. 
should close the annular space; all that part of the compres· Now this determined quantity of work is concentrated in a 
ing column which is placed above the valvf', E, will be sus- volume of atmospheric air, equal to the capacity of the cham
pended, and will cease to act on the part below, during the bel', and compressed to the tension which is to be obtained. 
whole of the time that the valve, E, closes the annular It can, however, be concentrated in a smaller volume if the 
space and cuts off the column above; and hence the object of air is compressed at a higher tension; and it is evident that, 
the valve, E, is to admit and to suspend the action of the as the work to be concentrated remains constant, the smaller 
compressing column. The valve, F. is also cylindrical. and the initial volume of the atmospheric air to be compressed, 
moves vertically, opening, as it rises, the lateral orifices the greater will be the final tension of the air. Whence it 
of the recipi�nt of discharge, and closing them in its descent. results that the hlghts remaining constant, both of the COlli· 

Haising the valve, F, all that part of the compressing column pressing column and the chamber of compression, it will be 
which is inferior to E is put, as well as the chamber, B, in possible, with the same compressor, to obtain air at as high 
communication with the atmosphere; and hence the water in a tension as may be required, so long as only such a volume 
M and in B will take naturally the level, P, determined by of air is admitted to the compression chamber, that, in order 
the level of the water in the canal of escapement and in the to absorb all the work of the column, P shall assume the 
recipient, M. All the part, B (chamber of compression), will corresponding tension. 
then be full of atmospheric air down to the level, P, and the This is effected in the following manner: The chamber is 
portions of the compressing column, contained in the syphon filled entirely with natural air from the level, P, into the 
under the valve, E, and in the annular portion, will not be valve, G; but, instead of making such arrangements as to 
submitted to any pressure except the ordinary pressure of make the compressing column compress the IIiI' from this 
the atmosphere. level, P, such a quantity of air is allowed to escape as would 

The valve, E, remains closed during the time that the represent the volume by which it is wished to diminish the 
valve, F, makes its double stroke and vice versd. If, while E capacity of the chamber, the whole effect of the compression 
is open, F were also opened, it is evident that the water being exerted on the remaining quantity of air. Small hang
would escape with great impetus through the lateral orifice, ing valves at H', kept open by their own weight, are used 
M. for this purpose; but they can be closed entirely, and the 

'rhe valve, G, placed at the top of the compression cham- compressor can be reduced to its normal state by closing 
bel', B, by rising allows the air, after it has been compJ'essed, them all, or any number of them can be closed and the re
to escape from B into the recipient, D; and, closing again, it maining ones left open; hence the capacity of the chamber 
prevents the flowing back of the same. The valves, H, by may be regulated according to requirements. 
opening from outside inwards, give aCCRSS to the atmospheric Let us now suppose that the compressing column has sunk 
air into the chamber, B, when the water, after having per· to the level, P, and let it. be ready for a pulsation; if all the 
formed the compression, escapes through F. clapets at H' were closed, the pulsation would be normal, and 

The use of the valves, H', will be explained hereafter; for it would take place as already described; but if these small 
the present we assume that they are closed. It is easy to valves are open, the air raised by the compressing column 
underotand the action of the compressor. Suppose the will not be compressed, but will escape partially t.ll'ough the 
valves E and F both closed, and th611evel of the water to be clapets; when the ascending column shall have reached 
at P in the chamber B; let this chamber, B, be full of atmos- these clapets, in consequence of its greater density, it will 
pheric air, and let the valves, H, be supposed shut. close them successively; and when the last has been closed, 

Now, allow the valve, E, to fall; the compressing column, the ascending column will begin to compress the air above 
A, will immediately enter into motion; it will rise in B, and it, which is reduced in volume to an extent depending upon 
will compress the air contained in this chamber; the air in B the position of the top clapet to the valve, G. The motion of 
will be compressed until it has acquired a sufficient degree the comprefsing column will be entirely arrested, as in the 
of force to li rt up G, and then the same compressed air will normal pulsation, and a much smaller volume of compressed 
enter the recipient, D, the water rising until it toU'ches G, air will be obtained, but it will be compressed to a far higher 
where it will have lost all its velocity; the valve, G, will tension. 
then be pressed from below only, by the static pressure of _ ._._ 

the compressing column, whereas, from above, it sustains the Movable Wagon Stakes and Bolster. 

pressure of the air which has been driven into D, equivalent Jacob W. Smith. of Dixon, Iowa, has recently taken a pat-
in this case to double the static pressure of the column, A. ent for an invention for movable and adjustable wagon stakes 

At this moment, all the compressing column up to the and bolster, constructed as follows: A band of strap iron, 
valve, G, is at rest. Let us then shut off , by lifting E, all varying in thickness and width to suit heavy or light wagons, 
that portion of the compressing column which is above E. is passed around the sides of the entire bolster, so that the 
and intercept its action on the portion below; let us open edges of the straps will be even with the top of the bolster. 
the valve, F, and the water contained in B is driven out into The ends of the bolster thus prepared are perforated en
M, and will flow into the canal, N; the valve, H, will open tirely through strap and wood with holes at given distan
under the pressure of the atmosphere (vacuum having been ces, to near the center of the bolster if necessary, to receive 
formed in B), and the atmospheric air will enter into B, aud the bolts which fasten the movable stakes. The stakes are 
will drive down the water to P. When this level shall be constructe<l. of the usual wood material, cased by a strap iron 
reached, the whole system will be at rest, and ready to com- passing from the inside bottom of the stake, up, over, and down 
mence a second "pulsation," and to that eff ect let F be closed to the outside bottom of the stake, the iron strap then form
and E be opened, and the same evolntion which has been ing a flange at right angles, two or three inches out,rf'sting 
described will be repeated. on end of top of bolster, with an iron brace extending from 

The play of the valves, F and E, is regulated by the engine, the middle of the outside of stake to the end of said flange, 
W, which governs L, on which specially formed eccentrics and securely riveted to it. 
are fixed, which produce the vertical movement of the valve Each stake has a strap of iron fastened to its sides from 
at the necessary moment. the middle, downward to the bolster, thence forming two 

The result obtained with one pulsation is, as we have seen, prongs with eight angle shoulders resting on the bolster and 
the compression and the imprisonment in D of all the air at extending down its sides half way, with boles in the project
atmospheric pressure contained in B from the level, P, up to ing ends of straps, conformably to the holes in the ends of 
the valve, G. This result has been obtained through the ac· bolster, through which holes the rods go to fasten the stakes 
tion of a column ofwaterof fixed hight and detf'rmined section to the bolster. These rods have hand nuts at the ends to 
aud form, which, starting from the state of rest, flows with keep them from slipping out, and can be slipped 0 u t and the 
-variable veloc'ty through a definite space, at the limit of stakes carried toward the center or extreme ends of the bol
which the column of water loses all its velocity and pa8ses sters to take on a wide or narrow wagon box, or to exactly 
agllln into the state of rest, after haVing given over, to the fit any width of logs of lumber, hay rack or load de�ired. 
volume of the air it has compreSRed, all the dynamic effort A boy can slip off a wagon box by taking off the liide Atake�. 
1\:]'i,<), };I!.ij hf'f'll con�ump,d h�ltw"�" >,1>,<, l.nit1al "nd fill.0.1 in-I Thill in.vent.lon MeeillR to he a \'a111(,1,1" hUl'l'oYf'IUPtli :In the 
$<.jl)'Hl.) �"l,{ t:'hJ) t�\lhw.Uo", ! wltg��111h1e� anrl. ,�J'H hop� to Ree it ,n !�P\'f4t'.:"ll nAP 
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ILLUMINATING GAS···NATURAL GAS WELLS···COAL GAS 
···WATER GAS FALLACIES. 

NUMBER J. 

From a lengthy paper in the American Exchange and Re
view for January, we make the following copious extracts: 

The history of illuminating gas has been often recounted. 
From the most authentic descriptions of its rise and progress, 
it is evident that its manufacture was suggested by the ex
periments made with natural gas issuing from the earth in 
close proximity to coal seams. In the writings of ancient 
authors, mention is made of perpetual fires which were 
burn�d on altars consecrated to tbe worship of mythological 
de:!ties. Strabo and Plutarch refer to these mysterious fires; 
while Herodotus, Vitruvius, and other early historians allude 
to the bituminous wells of the island of Zan:e, whence issued 
streams of inflammable vapor, which were used to inspire 
the multitudes of superstitious worshippers with profound 
reverence for sacerdotal authority. In India and China, 
these wells have been known from remote antiquity; and it 
is eaid that in the latter country the gas thus naturally ex
uding from the ground has for a long time been conveyed 
in pipes made of bamboo, and used for boiling salt. Gas 
wells of this description abound in various parts of the 
world; one of which, in England, was probably the means 
of suggesting the artificial production of gas and its utili
zation as an illuminating agent. In this country, several 
wells of more than ordinary interest have been discovered, 
yielding large volumes of gas of considerable illuminating 
power. Among them may be mentioned those in the town 
of Fredonia, New York, where two companies furnish light 
to a village of three thousand inhabitants, produced solely 
by burning the natural gas as it rises from the ground. At 
Bloomfield, in Ontario county, N. Y., there is a well, from 
which, according to the estimates of Professor Henry Wurtz 
-one of the best authorities on the subject-the daily flow 
of gas is upwards of 400,000 cubic feet. In Ohio, near the 
town of Gambier, remarkable wells of a similar character 
have been described by Professor J. S. Newberry, where the 
g-as has constautly flowed without apparent diminution of 
volume since 1866, and which, on being ignited from the ori
fice of a two inch pipe, produces a flame twenty feet or more 
in length. Similar phenomena have likewise been observed 
in the petroleum region of Pennsylvania. 

In alluding to the history of this important branch of in
dustry, we cannot pass over the observation of Dr. "Vatson 
that coal gas is unaltered by being passed through tubes im
mersed in water; or, in other words, that the condensation 
of some of its constituents does not impair its illuminating 
properties. This fact is noticed in the" Chemical Essays" 
of this gentleman, published in 1767. Other experiments of 
this natnre continued to be performed by various persons, but 
with little or no practical results. In 1787, Lord Dundonald, 
a Scottish nobleman, secured a patent lor making coal tar
OI', more properly speaking, {'oal oil, for this was the sub· 
st!J,nce he desired to produce. In condensing this product, 
the gaseous body eliminated by the distillation of coal wa� 
collected for amusement and curiosity; and no other purposF 
than that of the entertaiument of his friends seemed to in 
spire his exertions. These investigations, however, were 
not without their fruit. A countryman of his lordsllip. by 
the name of Murdoch, then living at Hedruth, in Cornwall, 
who had read of the experiments above described, was led to 
investigate the nature of the products of distillation, and 
extenderl. his researches to the volatile bodies obtained from 
peat, coal, wood, and other combustibles. These investiga
tions were pursued with some degree of system, and it was 
ascertained that, by properly regulating the processes of car
bonization and condensation, a uniform product of high illu
minating power might be obtalned. The practical mind of 
Murdoch soon appropriated the idea that by constructing reo 
ceptacles for the gas, and conveying it through pipes, it 
might be manufactured and utilized on a large scale. He 
lighted hi s own house in this manner, conveying the gas in 
pipes about seventy feet from his miniature gas works, and 
likewise constructed a portable gas lantern which he carried 
with him at night, much to the discomfiture of the supersti
tious peasantry of his neighborhood, who strongly su, pected 
him of witchcraft. In 1798, Murdoch erected gas worl,s at 
Messrs. Boulton & Watt's Sobo foundry, and having entered 
into the employment of that firm, he personally suPGrintend
ed the operation and gradually perfected the details of the 
manufacture. That gas illumination, as illustrated by 
its employment at this factory, was a success cannot be 
doubted; and yet sever"l years elapsed before it was gen
erally adopted. In 1802, at the illumination in honor 
of the peace of Amiens, the superiority of the display pro
duced by the Soho foundry was so marked that general at
tention was attracted to the new method of illumination, and 
its use gradually extended. A number of large cotton mills 
were lighted by gas about the year 1805. The Lyceum thea
tre of London was the first place of amusement which em
ployed it; and in a short time, its advantages baving become 
better appreciated, its use became more general But not
withstanding the fact that these advantages obtained a wider 
recognition, some opposition was manifested to its introduc
tion. Grave predictions of danger were uttered, and no lit
tle ridicule lVas cast upon the project. Wben Napoleon was 
informed of the subject, he remarked: "a' est une .qrande 
folie." Sir Walter Scott was no less incredulous, and said 
that he feared London would be on fire by it, from Hackney 
gate to Tyburn; while Lord Brougham declared that" the 
idea was worthy of the philosopher who proposed to extract 
BunbeamR from cucumberR "-u f!1mark, by the way, which, 
tllOugh uttered in a Ilpirit of irony. in the light of modern 
scielltljlo, f)piniOllK l'ont.I,Jn;.\ ,,1f'n'''1';� flf �(lb"'l' Nlallt;y, Even 
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sir Humphrey Davy considered the idea of utilizing gas so works. Located generally on the outskirts of towns, in 
ridiculous that he contemptuouRly asked" if it were intend- places convenient either to water or railway communication, 
ed to take the dome of St. Paul's for a gasometer?" their nun:erous buildings, gas holders,etc., form c.:>nspicuous 

As soon as gaslight became firmly established in England, objects. In the manufacture of this illuminating agent, 
its merits claimed recognition on this side of the Atlantic, coal in chaxges of from 120 to 160 pounds is quickly thrown 
and in 1816 the first American gas light company was char- into retorts. which are maintained at a bright red heat, from 
tered to light the city of Baltimore. Six years later, in 1822, which the gases and vapors are conveyed a way by means of 
Boston adopted the new method of illumination; while the upright iron pipes projecting from the front end of the re
old New York Gaslight Company, which lights the city from torts, and technically known as standpipes. After being 
Grand street to the Battery. was chartered in 1823. Brook- charged, the retorts are quickly closed (the lids being luted) 
lyn and Bristol, R. I., were lighted in 1825. In 1830, the and forced against the mouthpiece either by means of a screw 
Manhattan Gaslight Company of New York, now the largest or a lever, so that they make a gas tight joint. An improve
and wealthiest in America and fourth in size in the world, ment in retort lids has been lately introduced in the Dublin 
was chartered. The district of this corporation extends from gas works, where the lids are hung on hinges and have ma
Grand street to Thirty-fourth, and from river to river. Other chine turned edges, which are brought in contact with the 
cities pronounced in favor of the new light as follows: New mouthpieces of the retorts, which are also turned true, and the 
Orleans in 1835, Philadelphia and Pittsburgh in 1836, Louis- necessity for luting is obviated. The lids are gas tight, and 
ville in 1838, Cincinnati in 1841, Kensington (Philadelphia) are held in position by means of a lever. A single charg" 
in 1844, Albany in 1845. From this date, gas works multi- remainR in the retorts usually about six hours, at the-end of 
plied with rapidity; and as the superiority of the new light which time the lid is remov�d, and the._gasremaining in the 
became evident, cities and towns in all parts of the country retort is ignited, so that it may quietly burn away while the 
were soon supplied with it. coke is withdrawn. This is accomplished in a few moments, 

The Baltimore gas works were originally constructed to when a fresh charge is thrown in, and the evolution of gas 
make gas from coal tar, but this plan proved a total failure, goes on :"lmost v:rithout intermission. 
as might have been predicted. After this unsuccessful ex' From the standpipe the gas passes through the dip pipe 
periment, the works were reconstrl1cted by an English engi- into tho hydraulic main, which is a large tube or trunk, usn
neer; but, this change not proving satisfactory, they were ally made of cast iron, extending along the whole length of 
again remodelled, and gas was made from bituminous coal. tile retort house. 'fhe dip pipes terminate in this main, their 
In Boston, a mixture of coal aud rosin was use 1; while, by the extremities extending three or four inches below the level of 
two New York companies, rosin alone was employed. All of the liquid in the main, thus prev�nting the return of gas 
these works were deemed more or less defective, and when, which has passed the end of the pipe. When the gas works 
in January, 1833, the question of erecting gas works"in are first put into operation, the hydraulic main is half filled 
PhiladeJphia was brought before the councils, a committee with water, but this fluid is soon displaced by the heavier 
was appointed to consider the question and to make a report. tar which condenses from the crude gas, so that in a short 
In January, 1834, it was resolved to send an engineer to Eu- time the liquid contents of the main consiilt almost wholly of 
rope for the purpose of inve�tigatit,g the best gas works tar. Through this liquid, the gas bubbles as it is eliminated 
there in operlttion; and to obtain such information as might from the retorts, depositing additions to the fluid contents of 
be useful in erecting workR in the city. The late Samuel V. the main in the shape of tar and ammonia water, which, by 
Merrick was selected for thi8 mission; and, in furtherance of means of suitable pipes regulating their level, flow off to 
his instructions, he sailed in March, returning in December their appropriate receptacles. 
of tho same year. Notwithstanding a violent opposition to From the hydraulic main, the gas, somewhat cooled, but 
the project, gas works were erected by Mr. Merrick; and, on still containing many condensible products, passes on to the 
the 10th of FebruaDY, 1836, Philadelphia was lighted with condensers; but, as in many works different intermediate ef
gas. forts are employed to cool and wash tho gas, a brief reference 

All substances of an organic nature, when exposed to a to the various steps resorted to in this stage of the process 
high temperature in close vessels, undergo a remarkable may be advisable; although it must be premised that in 
transformation. If the experiment be performed in a retort, many small gas works some of these processes are omitted 
and that portion which is volatiliz ed by the heat be cooled and altogether. In some instance�, the gas is caused to pass 
collected , it will be found that the original substance has through a depth of several inches of water, which removes 
been split up into three distinct bodies, viz., the solid coke a portion of the ammoniacal products, and causes a further 
which remains in the retort, tarry matters (including water) deposition of tar; while Eometimes the gas is 8crubbed by be· 
which condense to a liquid, and permanent gas. A still fur- ing oompelled to pass through layers of moistened coke, and 
ther examination of these products would disclose the fact �t others, subjected to streams of water conveyed through 
that although they present a homogeneous appearance, they rose jets. Many engineers, however, still oppose the use of 
are really mere mixtures of various bodies, which are capa- the scrubber, or any direct contaot of the gas with water, 
ble of minute subdivision; and that the liquid tarry maiter the reason alleged being that this treatment reduces its illu· 
eontains substances which, wh·m isolated, assume a solid minating power. The oondenser proper, in which the final 
form. Complex as these bodies are, they are essentially cooling takes place, consists of a series of upright iron pipes, 
composed of but two of the elements, carbon and hydrogen; sometimes exteriorly cooled by water and sometimes by air. 
although they include notable quantities of other elements, By these methods of oooling, the gas which leaves the hy
which however are regarded as impurities, and which, in draulic main in a heated condition is discharged into the pu' 
the details of gas making, are eliminated as completely as rifiers at a temperature but little higher than that of the at
poesible. Among these objectionablo substances are oxygen. mosphere-sometimes, indeed, where water condensation has 
nitrogen, and SUlphur, which exist in various combinations, been used, below it. 
and, unless removed from the finished product, greatly im- The earliest method of purification, known as the wet 
pair its quality. lime process, was introduced by Mr. Clegg, an eminent Eng-

A number of raw materials are available in the manufac- lish engineer, whose practical mind soon became convinced 
ture of illuminating gas. Almost every combustible body, of the necessity of removing the noxious products of the 
when subjected to destructive distillation, yields gaseous combustion of ga�, by the influence of which mu�h damage 
produce.; suitable for generating light. Coal, wood, peat, oil, was done to pictures, gilding, and other ornamental-objects. 
rosin, rats, bones, and a variety of other substances, have By this process, ordinary oalutic lime was mingled with wa
been l1sed; but, generally speaking, bituminous coal may be ter in the proportion of one bushel to forty-eight gallons, 
said to be, par excellence, the natural source of gas; and as and through this mixture the gas was compelled to bubble. 
such we find it almost universally employed, although the As far as efficacy was concerned, this method of purification 
other substances above mentioned are 80metimes used when was satisfactory; but in the economy of manufacturing ope
loc11 considerations render their adoption desirable. rations, it was found that the pressure upon the retorts, 

Of the coals which are included in the generic term bitu- which was induced by the gas being compelled to pass 
minous, there are many varieties, some of which are admira- through several inches of liquid, caused a decomposition of 
bly adapted to the manufacture of gas, while others are of the richer hydrocarbons, and a corresponding deposition of 
too iuferior quality to justify their employmellt. As a gene- carbon in the retorts, as well as creating a vlriable amount 
ral rule. it may be said that the larger the quantity of vola, of leakage from the latter. These objections resting on 
tile matter yidded by a coal, the better it is fitted for the gas valid grounds, endeavors were made to obviate them, which 
works; and yet thi, rule is not without its important excep- was accomplished by Berard, who introduced purification by 
tions. The English cannels, which are regarded as the best means of dry lime. The apparatus required by this modifi, 
gas coals, vary in their coutent of volatile constituents, rang- cation consists of a series of receptacles, generally square in 
ing from twenty-seven per cent in the Washington, to sixty. form, in which are placed a number .of trays, containing 
niue per cent in the Boghead, with a long list, of other coals moist slaked lime, spraad in layers of two or three Inches in 
of the same variety, intermediate between theso two ex- thickness. Through this substance the gag is passed, and 
treme�. In Great Britain, cannel coal is sometimes used alone when it emerges, after having traversed successive layers, it 
a� a source of gas, but it is geuerally distilled in conjunction is finally discharged into the gas holders, whence it is dis
with ordinary bituminous or cak iug coals, for the purposes of tributed to consumers. 
enriching the gases produced from the latter. This latter From the foregoing brief and, in the absence of illustra
vr.riety of coal is the main depon<lellce of the gas works. In tions, necessarily imperfect description of the manufacture of 
this country it is used almost exclusively, the few excep- gas, it will be seen that the process is comparatively a simple 
tions being in large cities near the seaboard, where certain one, and yet there are questions, contin'lally presenting 
propo�ions of English cannel are mixed with it. 'I'he ad- themselves in the routine of operations, which demand no 
vantages of ordinary bituminous coal consist in the fact that little scientific and practical knowledge; hence we generally 
it is cheaper than cannel, and while it yields a gas somewhat find gas works placed under the supervision of persons of 
inferior in illuminating power, it produces a coke of great more than ordinary intelligence. In our large cities, gas en
excellence, which cannel does not; and as this material is gineersare generally selected on account of their scientific at
one of the most important residual products of gas works, tainments, which include not only a reasonable acquaintance 
its quantity and quality ar(1 subjects of considerable moment. with the principles of chemistry, but more especially a 
Moreover, the quantity of sulphur oontained in ordinary bit- knowledge of the physical properties of fluids, practical ex
nminouA ooal is generally less than that in cannel, which is a perienoe in the construction of buildings, furnaces, and the 
decided advantage. like, together with such other branches of information as are 

Most persons are familiar with the appearance of gas, constr..ntly required in the business. In England, and in all 
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couniries where large gas wor):s abound, the profession of 
gas engineering includes among its votaries men of the high
est culture and education; and the literature of this branch 
of technology has been enriched by contributions which are 
indispensable in every well appointed scientific library . 

-.�.-

The Band Sa_. 

The band saw, we believe, is an English invention; but it 
has been naturalized and improved in -this country, with 
practical results of an astonishing character. Among the 
examples of the capabilities of the band saw, perhaps the 
best are to be found at the large establishment of Van Pelt 
& <;:o.;Tenth street, East river, in this city. Mr. Allen Ran
some lately read a paper, before the Institute of Civil Engi
neers of London, embodying some of his obs@rvations during 
a visit to the above establishment, from which we gather the 
following: 

The" band saw" is made of the very best steel, in the 
shape of an endless band, on one edge of which the" teeth" 
are set all the way round, and varying in length and width, 
according to the particular kind of work which is required. 
This endless saw blade is mounted on a pair of wheels 
attached to a perpendicular beam or upright, termed a 

"king post." These wheels are seventy-five inches in 
diameter, and are made of wrought iron, their peripheries 
being faced with wood, over which is a tire of leather, a 
combination which secures three very important requisites, 
namely, strength, lightness and elasticity. The upper 
wheel, tension governor, feed gearing, shafts, etc .• are at
tached to the king post, near the ceiling and completely 
out of the way; while the lower wheel, with its shaft, bear
ings, and a break are attached to the same king post, but 
situated in a pit benea th the flooring, an(l so secured against 
accident or danger. All the sawdust drops into this pit, 
whence it is conveyed by means of an exhaust fan to the fur· 
naccs in the engine room, to be used as fuel, thus keeping 
the place clean and fme from sf!wdust. The fly wheels on 
which the endless band saw revolves have their axes about 
twenty, three feet distant from each other, so as to produce 
the ne'lessary tension on the saw blade; but the operator is 
enabled, by means of a device known as the "tension gover
nor," to increase or lessen the distance between the axes of 
the fly wheels, thereby decreasing or diminishing thetension 
on the saw hlade as may be necessary The" saws" are con
structed with a special view to the sawing of ships' timberfl, 
which reqUire to be sawn with the grain of the wood. 'fhe 
machinery is so Bdjusted that, by a peculiar alTangement, the 
operator can instantly remove the saw and replace it by a 
newly filed one whenever it is necessary to do so. The�e 
mills !Ire not ordinary lumber saw mills; nevertheless, the 
proprietors, by way of practically testing the capability of 
the machinery, have done considerable log sawing. The re
sults prove that the" band saw" far surpasses all that was 
expected of it. It will cut a pine log two feet deep at a feed 
rate of thirty feet (linear measurement) per minute, walnut 
lumber at about the same rate of speed, and hard oak about. 
onp half as fast. It will cut deeper lumber at a proportion
ate rate of speed. George Law, Esq., the eminent merchant, 
sat on a log in the mill several hours one day, in company 
with a United States engineer and two eminent civil engi
neers, watching the working of the band saw driven by a 
sixty-five horse power engine. They timed the saw, and 
found, as the result of their observations, that it cut through 
a twenty inch log at the rate of thirty-four lineal feet per 
minute. Mr. Van Pelt then boasted that it could do what 
no other saw had ever done, namely, cut a quarter inch board 
from off a wet pine log, forty-two feet long and eighteen 
inches deep. 'I'he, other gentlemen declared that they be
lieved it impossible; but the experiment was successfully 
accomplished at the rate of twenty-five feet' per minute, and 
without the least variation? One of the gentlemen present 
-an English engineer-expressed his astonishment, and 
said:" It appears to me that you Yankees can do almost any
thing you please." The quality of the work is unexception
able; the' boards or planks are cut out perfectly true, straight, 
and of uniform thickness throughout; and it effects a con
siderable saving of lumber, because of the very narrow kerf, 
which varies, according to the thickness and set of the saw 
blade from one sixteenth to one eighth of an inch. 

_ ..... 

A NeW' llIethod or Nickel Plating. 

Dr. Wolcott Gibbs gives, in the January number of the 
American Journal of Science, a brief description of a new 
process for plating various metals with nickel without the 
use of a battery, which process was devised by Professor 
Stolba. Into the plating vessel-which may be of porcelain, 
though the author prefers copper-is placed a concentrated 
solution of zinc chloride, which is then diluted with from 
one to two volumes of water, and heated t.o boiling. (If any 
precipitate separates, it is to be redissolved by adding a few 
drops of hydrochloric acid.) As much powdered zinc as can 
be taken on the point of a knife is thrown in, by which the 
vessel becomes covered internally with a coating of zinc. 
The nickel salt-for which purpose either the chloride or 
sulphate may be used-is then added until the liquid is dis
tinctly green; and the articles to be plated, previously thor· 
oughly cleaned, are introduced, together with some zinc frag
ments. The boiling is continued for 15 minutes, when the 
coating of nickel is completed, and the process is finished. 
The articles are well washed with water and cleaned with 
chalk. If a thicker coating be desired, the operation may 
be repeated. Professor Stolba found that copper vessels 
thus plated were soarcely tarnished after several-months' use 
in the laboratory. 

---------� ...... 

THE worst misfortune is to be unable to bear misfortune. 
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